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ABSTRACT

Through investigation of the reaction up in at an incident pion

• kinetic energy of 357 Mev, we have found the I 2
• la 2

I r.

0.15 K

U -if

scattering length

This work is comparedwith other experiments bearing on

this scatterin g length.
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A number of recent experimental and theoretical papers relate directly
or indirectly to a. the i.aotopic spin =2 S-wave

ir-r scattering length. These

are discussed In the latter part of this article. Because those papers are frequently widely divergent in their conclusions, we have undertaken a more definitive measurement of this scattering length by investigating the production
of pions in the reaction + p

n in the 72-inch Lawrence Radiation

-F

Laboratoryhydrogen bubble chamber.
We see no clear evidence for a low-energy
spin 2 state. An upper limit

Ia2 I

5-it

interaction in the isotopic

0.15 i. is indicated by this experiment.

The pion beam kinetic energy was 357±5 Mev at the chamber center with
a total eiergy loss in the chamber fiducial region of 40 Mev. The energy chosen
was as high as possible, in order to assure a reasonable production cross seetion while still permitting visual separation (on the basis of track ionization) of
this reaction from much more common elastic scattering.
twice, giving a scanning efficiency > 95

The film was scanned

The events were measured on digital

measuring projectors, and kinematic fits were obtained by using IBM 709 programs PANG and KICK :213 events of thety-pe u++u++nwere observed among
a total of 67,000 interactions. Normalizing to a total ip cross section of
40.5 mb.' we obtain o(fr++p

++) = 0.12±0.01 mb. Figure 1 shows this

point and that of Willis at 500 Mev, the only other measure of this cross section. The solid curve shows the cross section as calculated by Schnitzer

3
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using a 1-pion peripheral-collision model and including corrections due to rescattering of one of the pions (illustrated in Figs. Za and Zb). The total cross
section in this model is proportional to a, where a 2 is the S-wave

u-1

scattering length in the 1=2 state. 4 The value used for a 2 was 0.161 k
To £it our measurement this model would require a 2 = 008 k . The dotted
curve shows the dependene of three-body phase spae on energy, normalized
to our cross section.
Figure 3 shows the number of dipions vs relative pion momentum in
the center of mass of the dipion. The curve, normalized to the total number
of events, represents phase space. A strong final-state interaction between
the pious might be expected to distort this in the manner suggested by Watson.
We see no statistically significant deviation from phase space. The interaction
between the

iT

and n is quite small in this experiment, sinc.e their relative

momentum Is always below the 3/2, 3/2 resonance and furthermore the charge
state is predominantly 1= 1/2; averaged over all momenta it is about 20mb
and virtually independent of the relative dipion momentum. A plot similar to
Fig. 3 but with the.-n relative momentum as abscissa is more sensitive to
the -n interaction. This plot has been found to fit phase space very well.
Figure 4 is a plot of the events as a function of p. the square of nonrelativistic momentum transfer to the nucleon in units of m . The solid curve
represents phase space, whereas the dotted curve is the distribution to be expected from a peripheral collision model. 6, 7 The curves are normalized to
give the same maximum as the data. The data clearly disagree with phase
space and, for p2 > 4. with the peripheral.collision model. To study the latter
in more detail we have made a Chew-Low extrapolation, shown in Fig. 5. The
data are divided into two

uy

Intervals,

4 to 6 and 6 to 8.5 (where

total dipion energy in its center of niass in units of mir ). The quantity

-5+ 1)2

O/p2

w2=: {(f2 /Z)
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t( 2 /) -11

q .~A

is onstructed

uffd

for various p2 intervals. f2 is the ri-n coupling constant and q is the incident
pion momentum (laboratory system). A good linear fit is made for p 2 < 4, yielding extrapolated cross sections at p

= -1 of

= 1±6 mb and -2±7.5 mb for the

lower and higher w intervals respectively.
Additional uncertainty arises from the assumption of linearity in the
extrapolation. This uncertainty is difficult to evaluate, but from Fig. 5 it
could exceed 10 mb. Witho

seems unlikely that

81

4

this leads to

Ia2 k Ol5K
Although one expects the extrapolation curve to show deviations from
linearity for large p2 . it is rather surprising to see the deviations occur as
abruptly as indicated in Fig. 5. This again stggests that the I = 2 ir-.-1nteraction is extremely small, and perhaps the dominant mechanism for this reaction is not via peripheral collisions. It should be remarked that calculations
by Rodberg based on a static model (containing no rr-r interaction), although
+n are in agreement with

yeilding too small a cross section for a+p -'

this experiment so far as total cross section is concerned.
Other evidence bearing on a 2 generally involves the difference a 2

-

a0 ,

where a 0 is the 1=0 scattering length. They are:
•

10
1. the analysis by Khuri and Treiman of 7-meson decay, considering
.

all deviations from phase space in

7

decay to be due to final-state

interactions, gives for the most recent data
Z. Experiments by Batusov et al.

12

11

a2 -a0=+0.9±O.l h

it

on the reaction u+p it

near threshold, and using the theory of Anseim and Gribov,

13.

ff-T

+4T + +fl

yield

a2_a0=_O. 35±O. 30 k.
3. Either of the above two results combined with the interpretation of the
experiment by Abashian. Booth, and Crowe' 4 on the anomaly in He 3 production

tJCRL-994 1

-6.

from p +d collisions asastrongfinal- state if-

if

interaction in the I = 0 state

(a 0 2.5 K ) yields a very large a 2 , inconsistent with our result.
•

•

4. As remarked previously, calculations of pion production in pion
3
nucleon collisions indicated a to be small and a 0 Z 0.5 to 0.65 K , consider. ably less than that of Reference 14.
Theoretical calculations by Desai' 5 based on crossing symmetry relate
the

-i1

scattering lengths in the three isotopic spin states. His calculations

lead to -out r suit for a negative - 'i coupling constant K whose magnitude

Is less than 0.1. This va1u of the coupling constant would yield an
a0
We thank Professor Luis VT. Alvarez for his encourage) -xient and support.
Professor Frank S. Crawford, Jr., for use of his pionbearn, andProfessor
Geoffrey F. Chew and Professor Charles J. Goebel for theoretical advice.
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Figure Legends
u+4.fl+.frl,

Fig. 1. Cross sections for

The point at 500 Mev isthat of

Willis (Z) . Cur point is shown at 357 Mev. The solid curve is the expected energy dependence calculated by Sch.nitzer (Reference 3). the
dashed curve is three-body phase space scaled to our point.
Fig. 2. Diagrams for the peripheral collision model: (a) ono-pion exchange

and (.b) rescattering of one of the pious.
Fig. 3. Histogram of the number of dipion.s vs relative pion momentum in the
dipion center-of-mass system. The cir.verepresents phase space expected
on the statistical model.
Fig. 4. Histogram of the number of events as a function of the square of the
nonrelatjvjgtjc momentum transfer to the nucleon (units of pion mass
squared). The solid curve represents phase space, the dotted curve is the
dependence expected from the peripheral collision model. Both curves
are normalized to give the same maximum as the data.
Fig. 5.. Chew-Lop, extrapolation for
(a) 4< w < 6, (h) 6- <

< 8.5.

The linear fits are made for the points with p 2 <4. The extrapolated
values at p = - 1 are
(a) 1± 6.mb, (b) -2±1.5 mb.
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Fig. 1. Cross sections for Tr+ + p _. 1T++Tt++ n. The point at
500 Mev is that of Willis (Z). Our point is shown at 357 Mev.
The solid curve is the expected energy dependence calculated by Schnit.zer (Reference 3), the dashed curve is threebody phase space scaled to our point.
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Fig. Z. Diagrams for the peripheral collision model: (a) onepion exchange and (b) rescattering of one of the pions.
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Fig. 3. Histogram of the number of dipions vs relative pion
momentum in the dipion center-of-mass system. The
curve represents phase space expected on the statistical
model.
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Fig. 4. Histogram of the number of events as a function of the
square of the nonrelativistic momentum transfer to the
nucleon (units of pion mass squared). The solid curve represents phase space, the dotted curve is the dependence expected from the peripheral collision model. Both curves
are normalized to give the same maximum as the data.
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Fig. 5. Chew-Low extrapolation for
(b) 6<< 8.5.
(a) 4<
.
The linear fits are made for the points with p < 4. The
extrapolated values at p 2 = -1 are
(a) 1±6 mb, (b) -.2±7.5 mb.
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